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INTRODUCTION 
By a Bernoulli shift we mean the following: Let S be a measure space 
with K points, the i-th point having measure pi and &, pi = 1. Let X 
be the product of a doubly infinite sequence of copies of X (with the 
product measure). Let { . . . . xel , x0 , x1 ,... } be a point in X. Define T so 
that T(x,} = {yi} where yi+r = xi . 
By a factor of T we mean T acting on an invariant sub-u-algebra. 
The theorem we will prove in this paper is the following: 
Let 67 denote the measure algebra of X (measurable sets, mod& sets of 
measure 0). Let 6Y be an invariant subalgebra of 0!. Then there is a partition 
P in 12’ such that TiP (- co < i < 00) are independent and 
fm TiP = a’. 
(By a partition P we mean I disjoint sets PI ,..., P, whose union is the 
whole space. P C a’ means each Pi will be in a’. TiP are independent 
means that if f (i) is a finite sequence of integers 
vrm TiP = 02’ means that any set in Cn can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by sets in VT, Tip, for n large enough.) 
Our proof will be similar to the proof in a previous paper [l]. The new 
feature is finding a substitute for Lemma 3 of that paper. We will start 
this paper with such a substitute which we will call Lemma 3’. In 
proving Lemma 3’ we make use of results and definitions in the previous 
* This research is supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant 
GP-8781. 
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paper. The rest of the proof will be the same as that in our previous 
paper except for minor changes. 
N. A. Friedman and I have shown [2] that mixing Markov shifts are 
Bernoulli shifts, again by finding a substitute for Lemma 3, and it seems 
that finding a suitable version of Lemma 3 offers a general approach to 
certain isomorphism problems. 
In a previous paper [3], “Two Bernoulli shifts with infinite entropy are 
isomorphic,” I extended the definition of Bernoulli shifts (in the usual 
way) to include Bernoulli shifts of infinite entropy and showed that they 
were all isomorphic. The results of this paper will extend to that case- 
i.e., factors of Bernoulli shifts with infinite entropy are Bernoulli shifts. 
This result will follow from the case of finite entropy by using Theorem 2 
of [3]. We will now sketch the argument. 
It will be enough to show that if T is a Bernoulli shift of infinite entropy 
and P a finite partition, then there is an invariant sub-a-algebra A 
such that A includes P and T restricted to A is a Bernoulli shift of finite 
entropy. (It is enough to consider finite partitions because if A’ is an 
invariant sub-a-algebra, we can find a countable partition that generates 
and thus we can write A’ as the increasing union of invariant Ai’ each 
of which will have a finite generating partition. Thus (by the main 
theorem of this paper) T restricted to G$ is a Bernoulli shift and we can 
apply Theorem 2 of [3] to get that T restricted to A’ is a Bernoulli 
shift.) To prove the above statement we approximate P by a sequence Pi 
such that Pi depends on only a finite number of coordinates (when T is 
represented as the shift on the product of a countable number of copies 
of a Lebesgue spaces with the product measure). VT-i Pi will also 
depend on a finite number of coordinates and hence T acting on 
V?, T’( V7-i Pi) will b e a factor of a Bernoulli shift of finite entropy and 
by the theorem of this paper will be a Bernoulli shift. Theorem 2 of [3] 
implies that T restricted to VF, Tj(i& Pi) is a Bernoulli shift, and if 
the Pi are chosen to approximate fast enough, V2-r Pi will be a countable 
partition of finite entropy. 
As another application of the results of this paper we get an invariant 
characterization of Bernoulli shifts. We say that a partition P is finitely 
determined relative to T if T and P satisfy the conclusion of Lemma 3’. 
The rest of the proof essentially shows that if T has a finitely determined 
partition whose iterates generate, then T is a Bernoulli shift. Thus T is a 
Bernoulli shift if and only if every (finite) partition is finitely determined. 
This is not a very satisfactory characterization but it is enough to show 
that if, for some k, Tk is a Bernoulli shift, then T is a Bernoulli shift. 
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LEMMA 3’. Let T be a Bernoulli shift on a space X. Let P be a partition 
of X. Then given E, there exist g(e), h(E), and m(E) such that if T is a mixing 
transformation on X and P a partition of 1 satisfying 
(a) ( dist Vr”’ TiP - dist Vy(‘) Tiiip / < g(c); 
(b) 
-- 
I W, T) - W’, T)l < h(E); 
then there is a space Y and for any n we can find two sequences of 
partitions of Y, P, ,..., P, and F1 ,..., Fm , such that dist /iL, Pi = 
dist Vi”=, Tip, dist Vi”=, pf = dist //yei pp, and 1 Pi - pi 1 < l .l 
Proof.2 Let B be a partition of X such that TiB are independent 
and V_“, TiB is the full u algebra. 
(1) There is an N such that VT, TiB 31/100 c P. 
(2) There is a 8 such that if S is any ergodic transformation acting 
on a space Y such that E(S) = E(T) and if B’ is a partition of Y such 
that 1 dist B’ - dist B ( < 6 and 1 E(B’, S) - E(S)1 < 6, then we can 
find a partition B of Y such that ) B - B’ 1 < & e/N, SiB are 
independent, and dist B = dist B by Lemma 5 of Ref. [l]. 
(3) Let h(E) = &$. 
(4) There exists a 5 such that if Q is a partition with the same number 
of elements as P and if / Q - P / < t, then there is a partition R such 
that E(R) < &h(c) and Q v R r> P. Pick K’ such that log k’ > E(T). 
If .$ is small enough, then 5 < 6, 4 < &, and if S is an ergodic 
transformation on Y and Qr and Q2 are partitions of Y having less than 
k’k elements, where k is the number of elements in P, and if 
I 81 - Q2 I < t, then I E(Ql, S) - E(Q2 , S)l < 44. 
(5) Let Ni be an integer such that V”iN1 TiB Y/1o( P. 
(6) Let A be a fixed partition such that 
E(A) = E(T) - E(P, T) - lOh(E). 
1 Obviously R(e) and g(e) could be replaced by one number, min(h(c), h(c)), but the 
above statement is slightly more convenient. 
2 We will assume that all our measure spaces have measure one. 
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(7) If m is large enough, then 
(a) All the atoms in V,” T’P, except for a collection of atoms, 
the measure of whose union is <&&, have measure between 
pP,w&)]nl. 7 
(b) Each atom D in Vy Tip, except for a collection of atoms, the 
measure of whose union is <&E, is covered (except for a part of D 
of measure <(t/100) m(D)) by sets in V,” Ti(B v P) whose size is 
<pm+nk)lm; 
(c) If T, is a transformation on Xi and A, is a partition of X, 
such that dist A, = dist A and TliA, are independent, then each atom 
in Vr TliA, , except for a collection of atoms, the measure of whose 
union is <&&, has measure between $E(A)*h(~)lm; 
(d) ~[E(T)+~~(~)]~/~[E(A)+E(P,T)+~~(E)]~ < ,I&; 
(e) -[l/m log l/m + (1 - l/m) log(l - l/m)] < h(c); 
(f) 2N,/m -c &(. 
(8) Choose m(e) satisfying (7a)-(7f). Choose g(c) such that if Y is the 
measure of the smallest (not of measure 0) atom in V: Tip, then 
g(e) < &,&rL ye h ave now picked h(c), g(c), and m(c). Now suppose 
we have X, T, P as in Lemma 3’. 
(9) Let A, be a partition of X, such that E(A,) + E(A,) + E(P, T) = 
E(T). Let T, be a transformation on X2 such that T2iA2 are independent. 
Let S= TX T,x T, (Tl is defined in (6~)). S acts on Y = 
x x x, x x2 . 
(10) Apply Rochlin’s theorem to get sets F” C X and F” C X such that 
T’F”, O<i<WZ are disjoint, Tip”, 0 < i < m are disjoint, 
m(lJEn=, T”F”) > 1 - &f, and m(lJz-, FF”) > I - &&. 
Let F = TKF” and P = TKp for suitably large K (to be determined 
later). 
(11) If K is large enough we can pick sets F C TKF” and F E TKI” 
so that m(F) > (1 - &+) m(TKF”), m(F) > (1 - &$) m( TKF”), 
dist[( Vr T-$P) n F] = dist[( Vr FP) n F], and dist Vr T-i(P v B) = 
dist[(v,” TMi(P v B) n F]. (This follows from (8), hypothesis (a), and 
the assumption that T and T are mixing.) 
Let G be the gadget formed by partitioning TiF by P. Let G be the 
gadget formed by partitioning Si(P x Xi x X,) by (P x Xi x X,). 
Clearly G and G are isomorphic. 
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(12) Let G, be the gadget formed by partitioning TiF by P v B. 
Pick B, C Y so that we can form a gadget Gr , isomorphic to G, , by 
partitioning Si(F x XI x X,) by P v B, . We still have some freedom 
in the choice of B, . What is forced on us is simply 
dist ci F[B, v (P x XI x X,)]j n (F x X, x X2). 
0 
We will now put more conditions on B, . 
Let L’ be an atom in vl T-iP satisfying (7a)-(7b). Let L = L’ A F. 
Let L” be the corresponding atom in Vy Tip. Let L = (L” x X, x X,) n 
(F x X, x X,). Since G, and G, are isomorphic, we have by (7b) 
(a) L is covered (except for a set of measure ((1 - &$) m(E)) 
by atoms of Vr S@(B,), the measure of whose intersection with E is 
between m(F) $ ’ E(T)*h(c)lna. Because of (7a) and (7~) we have 
(b) L is covered (except for a set of measure <(l - &[) m(E)) 
by atoms of Vy Si(XI x A, x X,), the measure of whose intersection 
with L is between m(F) ~[E(A1)+E(P,T)*2h(.)l~. We could now (using (7d)) 
rearrange the atoms of (V,” W(B,)) n z and remove a set of measure 
< [&&tm(~)] f rom L to get ~5’ so that we now have 
(c) Each atom in (Vr SV(B,)) n z’ lies in only one atom of 
vy s-i(X x A, x X2). 
(c) implies that if we let F’ be the union of the L’, then 
vzm Si([P x x r x X,] v B,) 1 X x A, x X, on each SF and hence 
[by (IO), (11) and noting how much we removed from F to get F’], 
(d) VTm Si([Ir x XI x X2] v B, v F’) Yll°C x x A, x X2 on Y 
(here F’ is used to denote the partition formed from F’ and its 
complement). 
(13) (5) implies that on each TiF, IV1 < j < m - Nl , Vf&, TiB 
(restricted to TiF) contains P (restricted to TiF) to within &fm(F). 
Therefore, on each Si(F x X, x X,), IV1 <j < m - IV1 , V_“:, SiBI 
contains P x XI x X2 to within-&. This implies, using (7f), (lo), (1 l), 
and (12), that V?NI SiBI 13/10c P x X, x X2 . Because of (4) we have 
a partition R of X x XI x X2 such that 
(a) E(R) -=c &h(e); 
(b) V:NI Si(B, v R) 3 P x X, x X2 . 
(13b) and (12d) imply that V”_= Si(B, v R v F’) Y/lot x x A, x X, . 
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(14) We now have that V”, S(B, v R v F’) ll/l”t (x x A, x X2) v 
(P x X, x X,) and, because of (4), E[(B, v R v F’), S] > E(A,) + -- 
E(P, T) - h(e). B ecause of (6) and hypothesis (b), E[(B, v R v F’), S] > 
E(T) - 12/r(~) and E(B, , S) > E(T) - 6 by (3), (13a), and (7e). 
(15) We also have that 1 dist B, - dist B 1 < 6 since G, and G, are 
isomorphic and fill most of X and Y [see (4), (lo), (1 l), and (12)]. 
(16) We now use (2) to find a partition B of Y such that / B - B, 1 < 
& E/N, SiB are independent, and dist B = dist B. 
(17) T is isomorphic (by A?‘, see the definition in Ref. [l]) to S acting 
on V_“, SiB. Let P’ be the partition that corresponds to P under &. 
If we can show that 1 P x Xi x X, - P’ 1 < E, then we are finished. 
We do this as follows: Let Q be the partition in V!, TiB such that 
IQ-PI < &. Let Qi be the partition in VcN SiB, that corresponds 
(under A) to Q. 1 Qi - (P x X, x X, 1 < &E because G, and G, are 
isomorphic and fill up most of X and Y [see (lo), (1 l), and (12)]. Let Q 
be the partition of V!, SiB that corresponds to Qi . 1 Qi - Q 1 < &E 
since LB-- B, 1 <,J$o c/N. Therefore, / Q - (P x Xi x X,)1 < &E. 
Now Q(Q C V”, S”B) corresponds under JZ to Q (and P, corresponds 
to P) and hence 1 Q - P, 1 < &E. Since both Pl and P x X, x X, 
are close to Q we are finished. 
Remark. It might be helpful to see what the proof of Lemma 3’ 
reduces to in the case where E(P, T) = E(T). In this case we do not have 
to form any product spaces. Let B be an independent generator for T. 
We pick N such that V”, TiB ll/looc P. We find F C X and F C X, m 
sufficiently large, and a partition B, of X so that the gadget formed by 
T”F, 0 < i < m, partitioned by B v P, is isomorphic to the gadget 
formed by TiF, 0 < i < m, partitioned by B, v p. This will imply 
that 1 E(B, , T) - E(B)1 and I dist B, - dist B j are sufficiently small 
that we can change B, to B so that / B, - B 1 is small compared to 
E/N and dist P = dist B, and TiB are independent. T acting on V”, TiB 
is isomorphic to T acting on V”, FE. Let P’ correspond to P. Then 
I P’ - P I is small and V”, FP’ = dist VT, Tip. 
LEMMA 4’. Let S be a Bernoulli shift on Y and I a (finite) partition 
of Y with k elements. Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X such that 
E(T) = E(I, S). Let P be a partition of X with k elements satisfying 
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(1) 1 dist Vr@/l”) TiP - dist V r@/lO) SiI ) < min( g(G/lO), G/10); 
(2) E(T) - E(P, T) < h(e2/10) (h(~),g(e), and m(e) are defined 
in Lemma 3’); 
(3) E(I, S) - E(P, T) > 0. 
Then given E’ > 0 and m’, we canfind a partition P of X (with k elements) 
such that 
(1) 1 dist Vy’ Tip - dist VT Sil 1 < E’; 
(2) I@ T) > E(T) - l ‘; 
(3) jP-PI < 6~; 
(4) E(T) > E(P, T). 
Proof. Assume m(X) = 1. 
(1) Pick a partition Q such that Q is a refinement of P and 
E(T) - E(Q, T) = /3 > 0 and /I < he’. 
(2) Pick .E” < E’ such that if Q’ is a partition with the same number 
of atoms as Q and / Q’ - Q 1 < E”, then E(Q’, T) > E(T) - +‘. 
(3) We will now choose n. We can think of the I-n-name of a point x 
(relative to S) as a sequence of n-m’ , I-m’ names by looking at the 
n-m’ sets of m’ consecutive integers it gives rise to. We can therefore 
talk about the distribution of I-m’-names of x associated with the 
I-n-name of x (here n > m’). 
If n is large enough, then the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem 
says that there is a collection of atoms W of Vt SiI, such that the measure 
of the union of atoms in 6% > 1 - &#’ and if s E W, then 
(a) The distribution of the I-ml-names of a point in s, associated 
with its I-n-name (this is the same for all points in s), differs from 
Vr’ SiI by less than 2~‘. 
(b) The measure of s is between @E[~)*-Bllooln. 
If n is large enough, then the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem 
says that there is a collection B of atoms of Vt” TeiP such that if we 
let @ denote the union of the atoms in 9(@’ C X), then m(B) > 
1 - .z”/lOO, and 
(c) The measure of any atom in B is between @~(pJ’)*ellooln. 
If n is large enough, there is a collection 02 of atoms of Vt-’ TiQ such 
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that if we let 2? denote the union of the atoms in d, then m(d) > 
1 - l “/lOO, and 
(d) The measure of any atom in 2? is between ~[E(~J)~~~iool~. 
If n is large enough, then 
(e) -[l/n log l/n + (1 - l/n) log(1 - l/n)] < he’; 
(f) i&&--l. 
(4) By a theorem of Rochlin we can pick a set F’ in X such that TiF’, 
i= 1 ,..., n, are disjoint and m(X) - m(lJT TiF’) < &+“. 
(5) Now pick K so that if we let F = TX%‘, then there exists a subset 
F of F such that 
(a) m(F)/m(P) > 1 - c2/100; 
(b) dist( [VT T-Q n F) = dist( Vr T-Q). 
(6) Applying L emma 3’, we can partition TiF by Pi , i = 0 ,..., n - 1, 
so that 
(a) dist([v,” T-$pi] n F) = dist V: S-ii; 
(b) i(P n TiF) - Pi 1 < E2/3. 
Let P be the (ordered) partition of &-’ TiF such that P r\ TiF = Pi . 
(7) Let #J = the union of the atoms of (Vr-’ Tip) n F whose 
measure is between m(F) $ ’ E(P,T)+2~/1’30ln. Let p = the union of the 
atoms of V:-’ (TmiP) n F whose measure is between m(F) ~[E~~~*2~~1001n 
and whose P-n-name has the property that the distribution of the 
p-ml-names associated with it differs from the distribution of Vy’ PI 
by less than &E’, 
(a) m(FP) > (1 - C/100) m(F); 
(b) m(,g) > (1 - l “/lOO) m(F), by (3). 
(Here we let m(#Y) denote the measure of the union of atoms in r9.) 
Let Y be the collection of those atoms A of +P’ such that more than 
half of A is covered by atoms B in +? such that the P-n-name of B 
differs from the P-n-name of A in less than l n places. 
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(c) The set of points in F whose P-n-name differs from its 
P-n-name in more than en places has measure <(e/3) m(F), by (6b). 
(d) (a), (b) and (c) imply that the measure of the union of atoms 
in Sp is greater than (1 - e) m(F). 
(8) Each atom A in Y intersectsj atoms, B, ,..., Bi , of 3, where 
(a) j > 4 ~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~: > ~[E~I,S~-E~P,T~-58/100ln~ 
(b) The &z-name of Bi , 1 < i < j, differs from the P-n-name 
of A in less than En places. 
[(8a) and (8b) f 11 o ow from knowing the sizes of the A’s and B’s and 
the definition of 9.1 
We also have that if A is the union of r atoms of Y, then A intersects 
B hj, -1 ,***, where j satisfies (a), and Bi , 1 < i < rj satisfies (b’), the 
P-n-name of Bi, 1 < i < rj, differs from the P-n-name of one of the 
atoms in A in less than En places. 
(9) Applying Lemma 2 of Ref. [l], we can assign to each atom A of 
9, 2tEcn-E(p,n-5sllooln atoms Bi of 3 SO that 
(a) No atom of +? is assigned to more than one atom of Y; 
(b) If we assign Bi to A, then the P-n-name of B and the P-n-name 
of A differ in less than l n places. 
(10) We will now extend the assignment in (9) as follows: To each 
atom A in #, A q Y, we can assign 2[ E(I)-E(P,T)-lOB/lOO]n leftover B's* 
(The calculation here is quite simple. The number of B’s assigned to 
each A in (9) is 2[E(r)-E(P,T)-5s11001~. The number of A’s to which these 
were assigned is <2[ E(P,r)+2B/1001n. The number of A’s to which we must 
assign the leftover B’s is less than 2t~(PJ)+z@~1001n. The number of B’s in 
fl is >2[E(I)49/100]~~) 
(11) Let &S!’ be those atoms in (Vr-’ FQ) n F that have measure 
between m(F) $E(Q,~)~2~/lWn and lie in an atom of #. Each atom A in &P 
(whose measure is between m(F) $E(PJJ*2~11001n) contains less than 
2[E(Q,n-E(P,~)+4s/lOO]~ atoms of &j’. 
(12) Because E(Q, T) - E(P, T) + &3 < E(I) - E(P, T) - && 
we have assigned more B’s to each A in fl than there are atoms in $!’ 
that lie in A. Therefore, if C is an atom in $?‘, then we can assign to it 
an atom B in 9 such that 
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(a) Different C’s are assigned different B’s; 
(b) If C lies in an atom in Y’, then the P-n-name of C and the 
P-n-name of B differ in less than en. places. 
(13) We will now define P = {P’,..., P”} on X1 = UC+). Urrl Tic 
as follows: We will let TiC be in p1 if and only if TjB is in B”, P = 
(F,..., pk}, where B is the element of ,g assigned to C. 
Define P on X - X, in any way so that dist a n (X - X,) = dist 1. 
(14) It follows immediately from (12a) and (13) that (VT, Ti(p v F) n 
X, 2 Q n X, (F is the partition consisting of F and the complement of F). 
m(X- X,) < &E” by (5a) and (5b). Therefore, (V?, Ti(p v F)) C2/10E” Q. 
Because of (2), E(P v F, T) > E(T) - j&E’. E(F) < &E’ because of 
(3e), and hence E(p, T) > E(T) - ?aE’. This gives conclusion (2) of 
Lemma 4’. 
(15) Conclusion (1) of Lemma 4’ follows because we assigned to each 
C C $?’ a B whose n p-name had the property that distribution of the 
ml-p-names associated with it differed from the distribution of Vy’ SiI 
by E’. 
(16) We get conclusion (3) of Lemma 4’ as follows: Let +S?” C &?’ be 
the collection of atoms that lie in an atom of 9. If C E $?“, then the B 
we assigned to it has a F-n-name that differs from the P-n-name of C 
in less than en places (by (9b)). Therefore / P n (UCEFJr Ut-’ Tic) - P n 
(U ut-’ CEp9” Tic)1 < E. We now note that 
n-1 
m  
OJ 
0 
TiF - &,, “u’ T”C) < 2~ 
0 
by 7(e), 5(a), and 5(b). Also, m(X - Us-” T’F) < &E’ < E by (4). 
(17) We get conclusion (4) as follows: If E(P, T) = E(T), then we can 
make as small a change in p as we like and lower E(p, T). We can see 
this as follows: Assume T is a Bernoulli shift, with generator B. Given E, 
there is a K such that VTK TiB Y/loc P. Now pick B’ such that 
I B’ - B 1 < + (1/2K + l), and E(B’, T) < E(B’) < E(B). Now 
VfK TiB’ contains a partition P’ such that 1 P’ - P j < &c and 
E(P, T) < E(B’, T) < E(T). 
The following lemma is a corollary to Lemma 4’. 
LEMMA 5’. Let S be a Bernoulli shif on Y and I a partition of Y. 
Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X such that E(T) = E(I, S). Then given E, 
we can j&d a S such that ;f P is a partition of X satisfring 
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(1) ] dist ‘I,/: TiP - dist Vr SiI 1 < 6; 
(2) 0 < E(T) - E(P, T) < 6, 
then there is a partition P of X such that 
(1) dist Vz TiP = dist Vz SiI, for all n; 
(2) 1 P - P 1 < E. 
‘Proof. Lemma4 says that if 6 < h(G/lO), 6 < g(E2/10), S < l 2/1O, 
m > m(e”/lO), then given any 6, and m, , we can find a P1 such that 
1 P1 - P 1 < & and Pt satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5’ with 6, 
and m, instead of 6 and m. Repeated application of Lemma 4’ will give 
Us a k sequence 
Pi of partition such that CF ( Pi - Pi+l ( < E, 
dist V,, TiPi -+ dist Vt SiI for each fixed k. This gives Lemma 5’. 
SECTION 2 
LEMMA 6’. Let T be a transformation on X. Let P, Q, and P be ordered 
partitions of X, assume that P and P have the same number of elements, and 
(1) VfK TiP3Q; 
(2) V”;c TiP3’Q; 
(3) PC fin TiQ; 
(4) I p - p I < Y; 
(5) TiQ are independent or TiP are 
E(Q, T). 
Then given fl and r we can find an ordered 
(a) f’ C VI, TiQ; 
independent and E(P, T) = 
partition p of X such that 
(b) P and P have the same number of sets and 
I dist i/ Tip - dist i TiP / < j3; 0 0 
(c) E(P, T) < E(P, T); 
(d) v:;, Tip 32L’ Q; 
(e) VfK Tip 32E Q and each element in Q is approximated by 
corresponding sets in &. Tip and VfK Tip. [More specijcally, 
607/5/3-4 
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(e) says the following: Let Q = {Ql,..., Qi). There are partitions, 
L = {Ll,..., U} and Z = {Zl,..., D}, such that Ei C vTK Tip, i = l,..., j, 
LiCVFKTiP, i=l,..., j. IL-Q1 <E, IL-Q1 <2~, and Li 
corresponds to zi. (P and I’ are ordered and have the same numbered sets 
and we therefore have a canonical correspondence, A, between sets in 
v!, TiP and sets in v’;, Tip [see definitions]).] 
(f) 1 P - P 1 < 2y. 
Proof. (1) X is shorthand for (X, 3, m), i.e., a space, a 0 algebra 
of set:, and a measure. If P is a partition of X we will denote 
(X, V-, Tip, m) by J. 
(2) Pick n such that (K + r)/n < & and (K’ + r)/n < he’. 
(3) Using Rochlin’s theorem we can find a set oF in ,X such that 
Ti(oF) are disjoint for -n < i < n and m(u;” Ti(oF)) > (1 - E”) m(oX). 
(E” is any number >0 such that E” < &$, Ed < &, E” < &E, 
6” < AC’.) Let ,G be the gadget formed by taking Ti(oF), -n < i < n, 
using T to map F(,F) onto Ti+l(oF), -n < i < n, and partitioning 
Ti(,F) by P v Q. Let F be the same set as oF but with the CJ algebra 
induced by X. Let G be the gadget formed by TiF, -n < i < n, using 
T to map TiF onto T i+lF and partitioning each TiF by P v Q. Let G’ 
be the gadget formed by partitioning each TiF by (P v Q) v P. 
(4) G and ,G are isomorphic. We can therefore pick partitions pi 
of T”(oF) such that if we let ,G’ be the gadget formed by the Ti(,F) and 
T and partitions (P v Q) v pi of Ti(oF), then oG’ is isomorphic to G’. 
(5) Let P be the partition of oX that partitions (Jyn T$oF) into the 
sets pj = uiIyn P$J’, j = l,..., k. Define p on ,X - (J--n Ti(,F) in 
such a way that E(P) < E(P). (W e can do this because the partition of 
(J”, Ti(,F) induced by P has the same distribution as the partition of 
lJ:, T”F induced by P. If we were to define P on ,X - (Jzn Ti(oF) to 
have the same distribution as P, then E(P) would equal E(P). Now 
the function xf=, yi logyi , given yi > 0, &ryi = i, does not have a 
local minimum, and we could have chosen F so that each atom of p 
intersects ,X - (Jyn T’(oF) in a set of non-zero measure.) 
(6) We will now check (a)-(f). 
(a) holds because P is a partition of ox. 
(b) holds because G’ and ,G’ are isomorphic, E” < &3, and 
r/n < h/3. 
(c) and (d) will be checked later. 
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(e) will be checked as follows: (Recall the notation: If R is a partition 
of X and F is a subset of X, then R n F will denote the partition of F 
induced by R.) (2) implies that there is a partition L = {Ll,..., Li} whose 
sets are unions of atoms in (JfK TiP such that / L - Q 1 < E. Because of 
our choice of E” and n we get 
Let E = {D,..., u} be the partition such that Ei is in v’l, T6p and Ei 
corresponds (under A) to Li, i = I,..., j. Because G’ and oG’ are 
isomorphic, we have that 
This (because of our choice of n and E”) gives (e). 
(d) is proved in the same way as (e). 
(f) follows immediately from hypothesis 4, the fact that oG and ,G’ 
are isomorphic, and the fact that E” < $@. 
(c) will follow if we can show that given [ there is a p C VTm TiQ 
such that 1 P - p’ 1 < &t and E(p’, T) < E(p, T). We will divide 
the proof into two cases. 
(1) Assume TiQ are independent. Pick K so that VtK TiQ Y/l”P P. 
Pick Q’ such that E(Q’) < E(Q) and VfK TiQ’ 12/loa P. Now let the 
partition in VFK TiQ’ that approximates P be PI. Obviously E(p’, T) < 
E(Q’, T) < E(Q’) < E(Q) = V’, T). 
(2) Assume the TiP are independent. Then by (5), E(p) < (E)P. 
Therefore, E(p, T) < E(P) = E(P, T). 
LEMMA 7’. Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X and P and Q ordered 
partitions of X such that Q C fm T”P and TiQ are independent and 
E(P, T) = E(Q). Then, g iven 
Q’ in VTm TiP such that 
E > 0 and E’ > 0, we can jind a partition 
(1) dist Q’ = dist Q; 
(2) TiQ’ are independent; 
(3) I Q - Q’ I < G 
(4) fm TiQ’ 3’ P. 
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Proof. We will start the proof with a sublemma. 
SUBLEMMA. There is an ordered partition PI of X such that 
(a) PI C V_“, T’Q; 
(b) dist VT TiPI = dist V,” TiP for all n. 
Define Q1 as follows: There is a canonical correspondence, 4 (see definitions), 
between sets in Vzcc TiP and sets in VTm TiPI . Let Q1 be the partition 
corresponding to Q. Then 
Cc> I Ql - Q I < ++ 
Proof of the sublemma. Let oX denote X with the u algebra V”, TiQ 
and measure m. (Note that T acts on ox. We will sometimes denote it 
bY T, *> 
Pick K so that (1) VT, TiP Y/r”~Q. Pick 0 < 5 < ~/30K, 5 < &E. 
Pick 6 and r as follows: Lemma 5’ says that if P is a partition 
of *x such that 1 dist Vi Tip - dist Vk TiP 1 < 6 and 0 < 
E(T,) - E(P, To) < 6, th en there is a partition PI of ,X such that 
dist Vt (To)iPl = dist V,” Tip, for all n / P - PI / < 5. Now pick E” 
so that if R is a partition of oX such that / R - Q 1 < 2~“, then 
E(R, To) > E( To) - 6. Pick K” such that (2) V$, TiP II<” Q. 
Because of (1) and (2) we can apply Lemma 6’ ((3) and (4) are vacuous 
if y = m(X)). Choose /3 < 6. We get p such that 
(a’) p C Vym FQ; 
(b’) / dist Vi Tip - dist I,/‘, TiP 1 < ,!3; 
(c’) E(P) < E(P); 
(d’) V:;n Tip 12,- Q; 
(e’) if, Tip 32/10C Q, 
and each element in Q is approximated by corresponding sets in 
V:K Tip and V!K Tip. 
(a’>, (b’), Cc’), Cd’), and our choice of E” and /? allows us to apply 
Lemma 5’ to To acting on ,X to obtain a partition PJ of oX such that 
dist V,” ( To)iPl = dist Vr TiP for all n, 1 PI - P 1 < 5. Because 
1 P, - P 1 < t < l /30K, (e’) holds if we substitute PI for p and + 
for $+. 
Let Q = {Ql,..., Q”} and Qr = {Qrl,..., QIk}, where Qri corresponds to 
Qi (under A, the correspondence between Vyco TiP and Vz, Tip,). 
(e’) says that there are partitions L = {Ll,..., L”} and L, = {LL1l,..., L,k} 
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such that for 1 < i < k, Li C v”, TZP, L,i C v’f, TiPI , Li corresponds 
to Lli (under A, the correspondence between vfl, TjP and vr, TjPl), 
and IL,---&I < * and IL-Q\ < &E. The last inequality and 
the fact that the canonical correspondence, A, between vza T*P and 
VZm Tip, is measure-preserving give us [L, - Q1 1 < +. Since 
1 L, - Q 1 < &E, we have (c). 
Proof of Lemma 7’ from the sublemma. Choose K so that (1) 
fK ( To)iQ Y/lot PI . Pick 0 < 5 < l ‘/30K, .$ < &E, Pick 8 as follows: 
Lemma 5 says that if & is a partition of p,X and if 1 dist & - dist Q / < 6 
and 0 < E(TpI) - E(&, Tpl) < 6, then there is a partition Q’ of. pIX 
such that dist Q’ = dist Q, T,iQ’ are independent, and 1 Q’ - & 1 < 5. 
Now pick E” so that if R is a partition of pIX such that 1 I?*- PI 1 < 2d’, 
then E(R, Tpl) > E(Tpl) - 6. Pick K” so that (2) V-K0 TiQ Y PI . 
Now apply Lemma 6’ to T, acting 0%,X when Q1 , PI , Q correspond 
to F, Q, P. (PI C V”, TiQ and Qr C V-, TiPI . Our sublemma tells us 
that 1 Q1 - Q 1 < &E. See also (1) and (2) above.) Choose j? < 6. We 
therefore get a partition & of Xo such that 
(a’) & C V_“, TiPI ; 
(b’) ) dist & - dist Q j < 6; 
Cc’) %?I < E(Q); 
(d’) V:;;v Ti& 12.” PI ; 
(e’) fK TiZ) 12/loc P, ; 
V’) I & - 91 I < +=p. 
5 t’o”‘$ (b’), Cc’>, Cd’), an d our choice of E“ and 6 allow us to apply Lemma 
Xpl and & to get a 
(g’i ’ dist Q” = dist Q; 
partition Q” of XpI such that 
(h’) FQ” are independent, and 1 Q” - & 1 < 5. Because 
1 Q” - & 1 < 5 < l ‘/30K and (e’) we get 
(i’) vf T”Q” Y PI . 
Because of (f’) we get 
(j’) I Q” - Q1 I < E (since 5 < &E). 
Let Q’ be the partition in V_“, TiP corresponding to Q” under A# 
(where .A is the correspondence between V_“, TiP and VT, TiPI 
defined in the statement of the sublemma). Q’ satisfies Lemma 7 because 
of (g’), (h’), (0 and (j’). 
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THEOREM. Let T be a Bernoulli shift on X. Let P be a partition of X. 
Let Q be an abstract partition such that E(Q) = E(P, T). Then we can 
find a partition & in v”, TiP such that dist & = dist (2, Ti& are 
independent, and vym Ti& 3 P. 
Proof. We can use Sinai’s theorem to find a partition Q1 in vz, TiP 
such that dist Qi = dist Q and T”Q), are independent. Lemma 7’ says 
that we can find Qz (dist Q2 = dist Q, TiQ are independent) such that 
V:, TiQe Y-’ P. Ch oose Ka such that V!$2 TiQ2 Y-*+2-3 P. Apply 
Lemma 7’ again to get Q3 such that / Q2 - Qa j < c2 , VT, TiQ3 Ye3 P, 
where Ed is <# and so small that V’lz, TiQ3 32-2+2-3+2-4 P. Choose K, 
so that V2K TiQ, 32-2+2-4 P. Suppose we have Qn and K, ,..., K, such 
that V:i, T’Qn 32-++2-“-; P. Apply I$mma 7 to get Qn4r such that 
;~~+I~I;QJ~; %,ay;i;iz %Q;-;-; F 2h;o$o~ 4~” and 
f==+, TiQ,,, ,2-n+132-n+z p. 
%+I so that 
The Qi converge to Q and V?;, TiQ 12-‘+’ P. 
We obtain the theorem stated in the Introduction by using Krieger’s 
theorem that every transformation with finite entropy has a finite 
generator. (We do not make essential use of the above theorem since we 
could have worked with countable generators with finite entropy, whose 
existence is more easily proved.) 
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